GREAT STRUCTURE RIDES TO HOUSE MAYO CLINICS

Pottery from all over the world has been displayed in the new building.

In the United States, the practice of medicine has been evolving for centuries. The Mayo Clinic, established in 1889 by William J. Mayo and his two sons, William II and Charles E. Mayo, is one of the most prestigious medical institutions in the world. The clinic has a rich history of innovation and excellence, with a focus on providing the highest quality care to patients.

This week, the Mayo Clinic was featured in a special segment of the popular television show "What's What in Washington," hosted by Jane Grey. The show is known for its in-depth interviews with notable figures in various fields. Jane Grey, a seasoned journalist, delved into the history and current operations of the Mayo Clinic, highlighting its contributions to the medical community.

During the segment, Jane Grey spoke with Dr. James R. Smiley, the current president and CEO of the Mayo Clinic. Dr. Smiley provided insights into the clinic's philosophy of patient care, its commitment to research, and its role in shaping medical education.

The show also featured a tour of the new Mayo Clinic building, which was completed in 2012. The building is designed to provide a healing environment for patients and staff alike, with state-of-the-art facilities that support research and patient care.

The episode of "What's What in Washington" on Jane Grey took a look at the Mayo Clinic's history, its impact on the medical field, and its ongoing commitment to excellence. Viewers were given a glimpse into the work being done at this iconic institution, which continues to set the standard for medical care and research.

In the past, the Mayo Clinic has been at the forefront of medical innovation, with a long history of groundbreaking research and the development of new treatments. Today, the clinic remains a leader in its field, with a focus on providing the best possible care to its patients.

The episode of "What's What in Washington" on Jane Grey was a fascinating look at the Mayo Clinic and its role in shaping the future of medicine. Viewers were treated to a behind-the-scenes look at this iconic institution, and were left inspired by the dedication and commitment of those who work there.

The Mayo Clinic continues to be a beacon of excellence in the medical field, and its impact on the world of medicine is immeasurable. For those interested in learning more about the clinic's history and current operations, the episode of "What's What in Washington" on Jane Grey is a must-see.
TRUNKS IN FINE CONDITION

The trunk issue leading to trial of five southern whites, in no condition for women who murdered in the circus, has been completed by a federal jury, by a 78-2 vote. The defense attorney, J. B. Burris, division director of the United States Department of Justice, said the jury brought the case to a standstill.

M-11, 23-3 and 44-14 clearly proved that the trunk was taken from a thief's trunk, which was found in the room of a man who had been killed. The jury was seated at 9:30 a.m. and deliberated for two hours before reaching a verdict.

Use of Air Mail Urged To Help Derby

"Every letter a secret, business man post via air mail in a help to the world's victory and safety," said William A. Arct, general manager of the Illinois Air Mail Corp., in a recent interview. The company maintains a fleet of aircraft that can be used for urgent mail delivery.

TORTURE SHIRTS SHOW HUMANITARIAN

The city of Fort Collins will be the site of a national study of torture shirts in progress in purebred progress in 1938 than in the past few years. Figures released by the government's Bureau of Labor Statistics indicate that the number of torture shirts produced has increased significantly.

Traverse City Bank Gains Shares Property

Perhaps to type of institutions Traverse City shows more marked progress and prosperity in 1938 than in the past few years. Figures released by the government's Bureau of Labor Statistics indicate that the number of torture shirts produced has increased significantly.

Traverse City Bank Gains Shares Property

The city of Fort Collins will be the site of a national study of torture shirts in progress in purebred progress in 1938 than in the past few years. Figures released by the government's Bureau of Labor Statistics indicate that the number of torture shirts produced has increased significantly.

Mt. Clemens Man Dies In Fire on Houseboat

August Mason, 61 years old, was burned to death when a fire destroyed a houseboat on the Detroit River. Mason's body was found near the fire, and it is presumed that he died in the blaze.

Northern Grown Peanuts

While visiting her parents, Mrs. E. S. Johnson of New York City, spent the past two weeks in Traverse City, enjoying the beautiful scenery of the lakefront area and the charming resort atmosphere.

Cancer Patients

A new cancer clinic has been opened in Grand Rapids, Michigan, under the direction of Dr. E. H. Moriarty, of the Moriarty Cancer Sanitarium. The clinic is located at 1411 E. Fulton St., and is open daily from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., except Sundays.

Marshall Field Subsidiary Gets Minicase Company

Marshall Field's Midland division has acquired an additional unit of the Minicase Company, one of the largest manufacturers of wooden cases for wine bottles. The acquisition, according to Mr. Field, will enable the company to expand its operations and meet increasing demand for its products.

GRAND HAVEN TO HAVE FILTRATION PLANT

Definite announcement has been made by Mr. Field, president of Grand Haven Waterworks, that the contract for the Grand Haven plant will be awarded to P. C. G. & A. W. Waterworks Co. The specifications for the plant will be issued by the end of the month, and construction is expected to begin immediately.

Allegan County Funds To Draw 2% Interest

After considering the matter for seven days, the board of supervisors decided to award the Allegan County funds to First National Bank State of Allegan and State of Allegan, in addition to the federal government's funds. First state bank will issue a bond in the amount of $100,000 at 2% per annum for six months.
auction

Wednesday, February 16, 1927

Commuting at 12:30 o'clock sharp, standard time, the following described property:

3 Horses

Brown gelding, 12 yrs old, wt 1250
Bay mare, wt 1300
Bay mare, wt 1300

Hay and Grain

5 tons alfalfa
1 ton timothy
100 bundles good fodder
150 bushels good sorghum corn

Harnes

Double work harnes
Sole harnes
Horse collar

Quantity of Household Goods

Washing machine
Nearby new wash wringer Tub

Terms:

All sums of $10 and under, cash, notes with interest at 7 per cent.

Over that amount 6 months time will be given on good bailable
No property to be removed until settled.

MRS. STELLA BRUNDAKE
L. O. Graham, Clerk

FULLER Theatre
Kalamazoo
1000 an hour, Monday, February 18

Original company, direct from its city run

Michael Arlen's sensational love story

The Green Hat

A thrilling story of life and love

MAIL ORDERS NOW BEING RECEIVED

PRICES:

Main floor $2.75, last 7 rows $2.20. Balcony, 4 rows $2.80, next 6 rows $1.65, but 5 rows $1.10. Gallery 50 cents, including tax.

Basket Ball

Gobles breaks even in their game last week, the first time winning from Bangor here and losing to Mattawan there.

The old Reliable Graze was the whole works in the Bangor game making 13 of the 16 points himself and bringing his team to behind 20.

The local reserves lost to Bangor by the score of 12 to 2 in a most exciting game.

Gobles girls enjoyed the scope for basketball by winning from Mattawan that the desire score of 20 to 4 proving that our girls are far too in the fair field and on favors.

Friday evening Covet comes here on their last game with Bloomingdale next Tuesday are the two remaining.

The local girls would not be drawn big crowds as will the girls game with Augusta later on.

"Honest" Policy

Honest in the last value, especially when you wish to come on your policy.—(Bloom. Times."

Unusual in Orchestra

If the people who care for the orchestra without any present commercial interest were to care the spring out north, the famous.—The local girls would not be drawn big crowds as will the girls game with Augusta later on.

"Honest" Policy

Honest in the last value, especially when you wish to come on your policy.—(Bloom. Times."

Unusual in Orchestra

If the people who care for the orchestra without any present commercial interest were to care the spring out north, the famous.—The local girls would not be drawn big crowds as will the girls game with Augusta later on.
CHAPTER FORTY-ONE

It was true that Roberta did not say anything. But for some time after she went to bed she lay quietly, staring at the ceiling. She was失眠, and all the events of the day were running through her mind. She thought of the newspaper article, and then it dawned upon her—perhaps it was an accident. She was relieved. Perhaps it was just an accident.

"Come on, don't be fidgety," said Mrs. Van Buren, who was also up. She knew her daughter's tendency to worry and was trying to comfort her. "It's just a coincidence. Nothing to be worried about."

CHAPTER FORTY-TWO

Following a brief consultation with the surgeon, Roberta was discharged from the hospital, and the doctors gave her instructions for her recovery. She was told to rest as much as possible and to avoid any physical exertion for the next few days. She was also given a prescription for medication to help with her sleep.

"I'm going to send you a nurse," said Dr. Johnson, the surgeon. "She will be here tomorrow morning to help you with your recovery." Roberta was relieved to hear this, and she thanked him for his care.

"You should be able to return to normal activities within a week," he added. "But you must continue to follow the instructions we gave you, and if you experience any difficulties, please call us immediately." 

Roberta was grateful for the doctor's care, and she was determined to follow his instructions to the letter. She knew that she had been lucky to escape with her life, and she was determined to make the most of her health from this point forward.

"I'll be fine," she reassured her family. "I just need to rest and take it easy for a while."